SUBJECT: TRACES ON FOUR KEY SALVADORAN MILITARY OFFICERS WHO WERE AT THE MILITARY SCHOOL THE NIGHT OF THE JESUIT MURDERS

1. FOLLOWING ARE HOS TRACES ON THE FOUR SALVADORAN OFFICERS WHOM LT COL CARLOS CAMILO HERNANDEZ, DEPUTY COMMANDER AT THE MILITARY SCHOOL, NAMED AS HAVING BEEN AT THE SCHOOL THE NIGHT OF THE JESUIT MURDERS:

A. MAJOR ((VIDES)) LUCHA, ASSIGNED TO THE ARMED FORCES TRAINING CENTER: ONE CAPTAIN HERBERT OSVALDO ((VIDES)) LUCHA, DPOB 2 MARCH 1955, SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR, WHO WAS ASSIGNED TO THE D-IV AT THE SIXTH INFANTRY BRIGADE IN 1987, WAS SCHEDULED TO PARTICIPATE IN THE APRIL 1987 RICC PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS COURSE IN GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA. VIDES WAS D-4 AT THE SIXTH INFANTRY BRIGADE.

B. MAJOR ((CASTILLO)) GONZALEZ, ATTENDING THE SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS AT FT. BENNING, GA.: SUBJECT IS PROBABLY IDENTIFIABLE WITH MAJOR MIGUEL ((CASTILLO)) GONZALEZ, DPOB 14 JANUARY 1956, SAN SALVADOR, EL SALVADOR, WHO IS AT THE SCHOOL OF AMERICAS AND WHO IS REGISTERED IN THE INTERAGENCY SOURCE REGISTER.

C. THERE ARE NO IDENTIFIABLE HOS TRACES ON CAPT JULIO ((GARCIA)) OLIVA, REPORTED TO BE AT THE MILITARY SCHOOL, AND
CAPT ((FUENTE)) RODAS, REPORTED TO BE AT THE DM-IV.